Dear all,

**IQE deployment**

EMVO can announce that EU Hub Release 1.5 has now been deployed in the IQE environment.

**IQE testing**

In addition to the deployment of Release 1.5 in the IQE environment, the Arvato National Systems have been upgraded for Norway and France and the Solidsoft National Systems for Denmark and the Czech Republic.

The new release of Arvato National Systems will include a timestamp change to comply with the UTC Zulu format. This release has already been deployed in the IQE environment for France and Norway. EMVO strongly recommends that all OBPs conduct IQE testing to ensure that call-backs are correctly received from these national systems. We recommend that this testing is carried out as soon as possible, and before 25th July, as there is a potential risk that, depending on your system implementation, call-backs and alerts will not be received as a result of this timestamp change. However, the probability that this risk occurs is very low. Please note that the current WSDL already specifies that the UTC Zulu format is already an existing technical requirement and therefore your systems are supposed to support this format.

If you experience any issues in IQE as a result of this timestamp change, please contact our Helpdesk. In any contact to the Helpdesk on this issue, please use the following format in the subject line: YOUR CP NUMBER, UTC Zulu timestamp testing.

**Finalised technical documentation**

Further to our Letter of Announcement on 28th June, the finalised technical documentation associated with EU Hub Release 1.5 has now been made available. All finalised documentation has been made available in the Technical Information Pack on the OBP Portal.

The technical documents which have been included on the OBP Portal are:

- EMVS0714 - EMVS SDK for OBPs v8.1
- EMVS0787 - EMVS Java SDK Installation Instructions
- EMVS0794 - EMVS OBPS NET SDK Installation Guide V3.1
Release 1.5 PRD deployment

EMVO will further communicate on the deployment to PRD environment of EU Hub Release 1.5 in due course.

For further information, including on the new functionality changes, on Release 1.5 please see our previous Letters of Announcement from, 26th April, 6th June, and 28th June.

In the event of any question or uncertainty, please do not hesitate to contact our Helpdesk:

Tel. Helpdesk: +372 611 90 44

E-Mail: helpdesk@emvo-medicines.eu
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